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1-A homicide
The death of George Floyd, an African-American man who died in Minneapolis State
Police’s custody, has been declared a homicide following an official post-mortem.
The findings of the official post-mortem were released shortly after those of a private
examination that was carried out by medical examiners hired by the Floyd family.
That report stated that Mr George Floyd, 46, died from asphyxia (lack of oxygen) due to a
compression on his neck and back. The post-mortem report also found that Mr George
Floyd’s death is a homicide, as confirmed by the attorney-at-law, one of the speakers at this
media update.
2-Smart phone videos taken at the murder scene watched by pleading crowds of black
United States citizens helpless to act except to record the murder
A video showing a white police officer continuing to kneel on Mr Floyd's neck even after he
pleaded he could not breathe sparked outrage when it emerged a week ago. It has led to six
consecutive days of protests around the United States and a level of civil unrest in other
countries of police brutality, including in the United Kingdom.
3-George Floyd’s post-mortem conducted by eminent, highly educated medical doctors
George Floyd suffered a cardiac arrest while being restrained by Minneapolis police officers
on 25 May, the report found. It listed Mr Floyd's cause of death as "cardio-pulmonary arrest
complicating law enforcement subdual, restraint, and neck compression".
4- Dr Michael Baden, a former New York City medical examiner
Dr Michael Baden was among several eminent speakers relating truth to the gathered media
from all around the world, said at the news conference on Monday, 1st June 2020.
The world’s press were told that the cause of death is asphyxia, due to compression to the
neck - which can interfere with oxygen going to the brain - and compression to the back,
which interferes with breathing. Mr George Floyd would be alive today were it not for the
immense pressure applied to his neck by white policeman Derek Chauvin and the full body
weight of the two other burly white policemen who sat on handcuffed and suffocating George
Floyd’s back. George Floyd was dead before the ambulance arrived.
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5- Six hundred and forty pounds (at least) of three white policemen’s weight on 46 year
old man, pushed to the tarmac road face down, handcuffed hands behind his back
The estimated total weight on George Floyd’s neck and spine must be an estimated
forty-five stones, that is-at least 640 pounds in weight on the murdered man’s body!
6- Unsurprising worldwide protests and anger at this repeated murderous act by white
policemen on black people in the United States, United Kingdom, European Member
States , Africa, New Zealand, Australia and other inequitable money-grubbing , unfair
countries
Protesters in 75 cities have marched angrily to show solidarity with a fellow citizen of the
human race, over the deliberate and vicious, cruel, animalistic four Minneapolis WHITE
policemen who murdered black American citizen, Mr George Floyd in plain sight of dozens
of distraught onlookers. This alone illustrates the utter disrespect and contempt that WHITE
policemen have for black people everywhere. They saw people videoing the murder. They
could not legally confiscate people’s phones because other people with phones would have
recorded it straight onto the global media sites, praise be to Almighty God. One WHITE
policeman of the FOUR WHITE POLICEMEN did abruptly tell one person recording –to
move away. I expected him to throw that recording black person legally standing on the
pavement, to the ground, and arrest him also. But he knew that his face had already been
caught in the video. He did not do that.
7-The murder of 46-year old black American Citizen Mr George Floyd, domiciled in
Minneapolis
This murder of Mr George Floyd has ignited deep-seated anger over WHITE policemen who
continue TO MURDER BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS. BLACK AMERICAN
CITIZENS ARE SICK TO THEIR BACK TEETH OF WHITE AMERICAN RAW
RACISM IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, IN THE EMPLOYMENT ARENA
AND FOR JUST BREATHING AS HUMAN BEINGS.
8-“BLACK LIVES MATTER” RALLIES AND PROTESTS
This new murder by WHITE policemen of BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS follows the
high-profile DEATH BY WHITE POLICEMEN of Mr Michael Brown in Ferguson; Mr Eric
Garner in New York and many others that have driven the BLACK LIVES MATTER
movement.
9- WHITE POLICEMEN-ATTEMPTED MURDER OF CROWDS OF PROTESTERS
On Sunday, 31st May, 2020, some peaceful Demonstrations and Protests developed into
violent scenes in some cities, through clashes between the unfeeling and hostile WHITE
POLICEMEN and protesters.
10-POLICE INSURANCE CLAIMS THEREAFTER AND PRETEND MULTIPLE
INJURIES WITH HANDSOME COMPENSATIONS
One police car was overturned by a group of protesters (the police will of course claim
insurance payouts for this, and lawyers should scrutinize all police insurance claims and
dismiss from employment in the police force ALL WHITE POLICEMEN WHO
EXAGGERATE THEIR INSURANCE CLAIMS, AS MANY OFTEN DO, NOT TO
MENTION THE MILLIONS OF WONDERFUL AMERICAN DOLLARS THAT WILL BE
PAID OUT IN OVERTIME WHITE POLICEMEN’ WAGES,
11- MANY MORE-MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS THAN THE COST TO
PRESIDENT TRUMP OF THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF CHEAP TEAK
COFFINS THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BURIED THOSE POVERTY
STRICKEN BLACK PEOPLE WHO DIED OF COVID-19 DISEASE
Due to no money, millions of jobs lost mainly by BLACK AMERICAN PEOPLE, no health
care; no food, and their 20,000,000 BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS’ JOBS LOST WITH
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THE EXCUSE OF COVID-19, BLACK AMERICANS, especially in police states such as
Minneapolis is, have been driven in their millions TO DESPAIR AND POST-TRAUMATIC
STRESS, UNTREATED.
12-POLICE DRING POLICE CARS STRIGHT INTO CROWDS OF PROTESTERS
IS ATTEMPTED MURDER
Many videos shared on social media from across the UNITED STATES showed violent and
very vicious WHITE POLICEMEN IN THE UNITED STATES disproportionately beating
up demonstrators with one or two WHITE POLICEMEN DRIVING POLICE CARS
STRAIGHT INTO CROWDS OF BLACK PEOPLE GRIEVING, DISTRESSED AND
DEMONSTRATING.
I WOULD HAVE CHARGED THOSE POLICE DRIVERS WITH ATTEMPTED
MURDER.
13-George Floyd’s death is a homicide, official post-mortem declared
Mr George Floyd’s brother travelled to the place where police handcuffed him and murdered
him by chocking the breath out of his body. Two burly white police officers sat on the back
of 47-year old Mr George Floyd, as he was forced onto the roadside, face down, hands
cuffed by police who put his hands behind his back and handcuffed him. Mr George Floyd
was not struggling- how could he-he was thrown face down, hands handcuffed behind his
back and was obviously now vulnerable, not violent but begging the police officers to allow
him to breathe –begging for a chance to breathe, begging this policeman to take his whole
bodyweight off the arrested George Floyd’s neck.
14- CONSPIRACY TO MURDER-BY FOUR WHITE MEN DRESSED IN POLICE
UNIFORMS-SHAMEFUL
George Floyd had been handcuffed behind his back, arrested and in police custody.
He was therefore vulnerable. Now this WHITE policeman who held down his knee on Mr
George Floyd’s neck for over eight minutes had done this type of murder before. One could
tell by observation that this white policeman had killed someone before.
How?
Because, having kneed Mr George Floyd and pressing on his neck, the policeman carefully
put his own hands deep into his two trouser pockets- left pocket and right pocket.
Why?
Because in this way this WHITE POLICEMAN’S almost whole physical weight could be
forced into Mr George Floyd’s neck to murder him. THIS WHITE POLICEMAN KNEW
WHAT HE WAS DOING. HE INTENTIONALLY CALCULATEDLY MURDERED MR
GEARGE FLOYD. I HOPE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT STILL IS IN FORCE IN
MINNEAPOLIS LAW.
15-HATRED OF A YOUNG BLACK MAN WITH A NICE 4 x 4 wheel-drive
VEHICLE
This WHITE policeman did not know Mr George Floyd. Yet there are two obvious
criminological reasons for wanting to murder Mr George Floyd:
[1] George Floyd was a black AMERICAN CITIZEN.
[2] George Floyd was driving a 4x4 nice car.
In my humble, experienced, comparative criminal law opinion, this WHITE policeman,
who had killed another black American Citizen at least once before he murdered Mr George
Floyd, had gotten away with it at least one murder before-scotch free, as the saying goes.
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16-WHITE POLICE MEN UNPROFESSIONALLY AND THUGGISHLY INCITED
BY THE ALARMIST AND RACIST CAFÉ EMPLOYEE WHO MADE BRAZEN,
LYING, UNVERIFIABLE STATEMENTS TO POLICE AND THE WORLD’S
MEDIA
This WHITE POLICEMAN WHO THROTTLED MR GEORGE FLOYD WITH THE
WHITE POLICEMAN’S OWN KNEE demonstrated obvious hatred of Mr George Floyd,
(incited by the racist café employee who did not have a $20 bill certified as counterfeit, but
alarmingly called the racist WHITE police of the state of Minneapolis) harboured immediate
obvious hatred of black American Citizen Mr George Floyd, an African-American United
States citizen, domiciled in the State of Minneapolis, who, handcuffed and thrown to the hard
tarmac road, immediately and opportunistically collaborated with the other THREE WHITE
POLICEMEN, to MURDER Mr George Floyd who lay on the dirty hard tarmac, face-down,
unable to breathe, until he died several minutes later, having begged to be able to breathe and
finally calling out to his mama as he died “I can’t breathe!!!”.
17- Thrown face-down on the tarmaced road, handcuffed behind his back
George Floyd was then pounced on by three of the four white policemen, one throwing all
his weight on George Floyd’s neck by pushing his hands deep inside his own trouser pockets
so that almost all of this white policeman’s racist weight was distributed onto Mr George
Floyd’s neck with the intention to murder Mr George Floyd.
WHY?
[1] Because this WHITE policeman had murdered a black arrested man some time before this
murder of Mr George Floyd and he had gotten away with it, as did dozens of other white
policemen who killed black people in the United States of America- (a country which
belonged to the native Amerindians who were kicked away into the long grass and replaced
by millions of white Europeans running away from something or other – be it theft, police
charges, court sentences, famine, murder, etc. It must be noted that the US white Americans
are “foreigners” to the United States, just as almost all Australians after kicking out the
Australian aborigines, did -these “ then Australian foreigners being largely criminals sent
away to Australia as punishment for their domestic crimes of murder, theft, robbery etc).
[2] Mr George Floyd may have incensed this particular group of four white American
policeMEN, simply because Mr George Floyd had been in his 4 x 4 car.
A BLACK MAN IN THEIR PERCEPTION SHOULD BE BEGGING IN THE STREETS
IN RAGS, NOT DRIVING A NICE CAR.
HOW DARE HE DRIVE A NICE CAR?
SUCH ARE FOR WHITE MEN ONLY!
18-How dare a black man have a 4 x 4 vehicle??? What impudence!! Let’s kill him.
This young, fit man, with no medical conditions before this murder, lay prone; face-down,
non-violent; handcuffed by these policemen, while a policeman kneeled on Mr George
Floyd’s neck for over eight minutes, until Mr George Floyd was dead. There was no
resistance. In fact, as the police officer knelt on Mr George Floyd’s neck with his whole body
weight on Mr Floyd’s neck, this police officer put his own hands in his own trouser pockets
which meant hardly any of this policeman’s body-weight was distributed to the ground on his
other foot because he put his hands in his pocket. This is a tactic which this very same police
officer had used in the past when he had murdered another black American man, which first
murder this same policeman was not criminally charged with. In fact police in this state of
Minneapolis have been systematically brutally racist in a way which criminologists and
criminal law academics in the United Kingdom would term as being “institutional and
entrenched racism”.
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19- GEORGE FLOYD was dead before the ambulance police requested arrived
They four conspirators to murder-ie, these four white policemen called for an ambulance as
in a non-emergency situation.
But George Floyd had already died.
As soon as the ambulance nurses arrived and trolleyed Mr Floyd into the ambulance they felt
no pulse at all.
They undertook CPR resuscitation technique on George Floyd, they alleged.
There was no pulse in George Floyd’s body, they said, and so the ambulance staff gave
George Floyd, they allege, an electric shock, thinking he may be in cardiac arrest - with no
pulse?…
However he had been already dead before they arrived.
He was choked to death by force of knee-lockdown by a white policeman.
The white policeman who kept his heavy knee on this prostrate, handcuffed man, Mr George
Floyd, handcuffed behind his back, with two other white policemen on George’s back at the
same time as the third WHITE POLICEMAN THROTTLED THE LIFE OUT OF HIM.
This caused George Floyd to die in a few minutes from lack of oxygen to his brain.
Before he died he was heard begging the officers to stop saying “I can’t breathe; I can’t
breathe.” Then, his last gasp of breath was used, calling for his mother.
20-Resultant Protests produced many black American citizens people injured by police
rubber bullets which have been known to cause deaths, and another BLACK man died
at hands of United States Police.
This other death-by-white policeman took place yesterday, 31st May 2020, in Kentucky.
There will be an investigation! Or perhaps a WHITEWASH.
This murder of Mr George Floyd has ignited deep-seated anger over WHITE policemen who
continue TO MURDER BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS. BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS
ARE SICK TO THEIR BACK TEETH OF WHITE AMERICAN RAW RACISM IN THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, IN THE EMPLOYMENT ARENA AND FOR JUST
BREATHING AS HUMAN BEINGS. On Sunday, 31st May, 2020, some peaceful
Demonstrations and Protests developed into violent scenes in some cities, through clashes
between the unfeeling and hostile WHITE POLICEMEN and protesters. Protesters in 75 cities
have marched angrily to show solidarity with a fellow citizen of the human race, over the
deliberate and vicious, cruel, animalistic four Minneapolis WHITE policemen who murdered
black American citizen, Mr George Floyd in plain sight of dozens of distraught onlookers. This
alone illustrates the utter disrespect and contempt that WHITE policemen have for black people
everywhere. They saw people videoing the murder. They could not legally confiscate people’s
phones because other people with phones would have recorded it straight onto the global media
sites, praise be to Almighty God. One WHITE policeman of the FOUR WHITE POLICEMEN
did abruptly tell one person recording –to move away. I expected him to throw that recording
black person legally standing on the pavement, to the ground, and arrest him also. But he knew
that his face had already been caught in the video. He did not do that.
This new murder by WHITE policemen of BLACK AMERICAN CITIZENS follows the highprofile DEATH BY WHITE POLICEMEN of Mr Michael Brown in Ferguson; Mr Eric Garner in
New York and many others that have driven the BLACK LIVES MATTER movement. One
police car was overturned by a group of protesters (the police will of course claim insurance
payouts for this, and lawyers should scrutinize all police insurance claims and dismiss from
employment in the police force ALL WHITE POLICEMEN WHO EXAGGERATE THEIR
INSURANCE CLAIMS, AS MANY OFTEN DO, NOT TO MENTION THE MILLIONS OF
WONDERFUL AMERICAN DOLLARS THAT WILL BE PAID OUT IN OVERTIME WHITE
POLICEMEN’S WAGES. Due to no money, millions of jobs lost mainly by BLACK
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AMERICAN PEOPLE, no health care; no food, and their 20,000,000 BLACK AMERICAN
CITIZENS’ JOBS LOST WITH THE EXCUSE OF COVID-19, BLACK AMERICANS,
especially in police states such as Minneapolis is, has driven millions of BLACK AMERICAN
CITIZENS TO DESPAIR AND POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS, UNTREATED.
Many videos shared on social media from across the UNITED STATES showed violent and very
vicious WHITE POLICEMEN IN THE UNITED STATES disproportionately beating up
demonstrators with one or two WHITE POLICEMEN DRIVING POLICE CARS STRAIGHT
INTO CROWDS OF BLACK PEOPLE GRIEVING, DISTRESSED AND DEMONSTRATING.
I WOULD HAVE CHARGED THOSE POLICE DRIVERS WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER.
Mr George Floyd’s brother travelled to the place where police handcuffed him and murdered him
by chocking the breath out of his body. Two burly white police officers sat on the back of 47-year
old Mr George Floyd, as he was forced onto the roadside, face down, hands cuffed by police who
put his hands behind his back and handcuffed him. Mr George Floyd was not struggling- how
could he-he was thrown face down, hands handcuffed behind his back and was obviously now
vulnerable, not violent but begging the police officers to allow him to breathe –begging for a
chance to breathe, begging this policeman to take his whole bodyweight off the arrested George
Floyd’s neck. George Floyd had been handcuffed behind his back, arrested and in police custody.
He was therefore vulnerable. Now this WHITE policeman, who held down his knee on Mr
George Floyd’s neck for over eight minutes, had done this type of murder before. One could tell
by observation that this white policeman had killed someone before. How?
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Because, having kneed Mr George Floyd and pressing on his neck, the policeman carefully put
his own hands deep into his two trouser pockets- left pocket and right pocket. Why? Because in
this way this WHITE POLICEMAN’S whole physical weight could be forced into Mr George
Floyd’s neck to murder him. THIS WHITE POLICEMAN KNEW EXACTLY WHAT HE WAS
DOING. HE INTENTIONALLY CALCULATEDLY MURDER MR GEARGE FLOYD. I
HOPE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT STILL IS IN FORCE IN MINNEAPOLIS LAW.
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It often happens in the UK also: did this AMERICAN WHITE policeman know Mr George
Floyd? Did he harbour a long-held grudge against George Floyd? If not, there are two
obvious criminological reasons for wanting to murder Mr George Floyd:
[1] George Floyd was a black AMERICAN CITIZEN.
[2] George Floyd was driving a 4x4 nice car.
In my humble, experienced, comparative criminal law opinion, this WHITE policeman, who had
killed another black American Citizen at least once before the time he murdered Mr George
Floyd, and had gotten away with it at least once before-scot free, as the saying goes.
This WHITE POLICEMAN WHO THROTTLED MR GEORGE FLOYD WITH THE WHITE
POLICEMAN’S OWN KNEE demonstrated obvious hatred of Mr George Floyd, incited by the
racist café employee who did not have a $20 bill certified as counterfeit, but alarmingly called the
racist WHITE police of the state of Minneapolis, harboured immediate obvious hatred of black
American Citizen Mr George Floyd, an African-American United States citizen, domiciled in the
State of Minneapolis who, handcuffed and thrown to the hard tarmac road, immediately and
opportunistically collaborated with the other THREE WHITE POLICEMEN, to MURDER Mr
George Floyd who lay on the dirty hard tarmac, face-down, unable to breathe, until he died
several minutes later, having begged to be able to breathe and finally calling out to his mama as
he died “I can’t breathe!!!”.
George Floyd had been pounced on by three of the four white policemen, one throwing all his
weight on George Floyd’s neck by pushing his hands deep inside his own trouser pockets so that
almost all of this white policeman’s racist weight was distributed onto Mr George Floyd’s neck
with the intention to murder Mr George Floyd.
WHY?
[1] Because this WHITE policeman had murdered a black arrested man some time before this
murder of Mr George Floyd and he had gotten away with it, as did dozens of other white
policemen who killed black people in the United States of America- (a country which belonged to
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the native Amerindians who were kicked away into the long grass and replaced by millions of
white Europeans running away from something or other – be it theft police charges, court
sentences, famine, murder, etc. It must be noted that the US white Americans are “foreigners” to
the United States, just as almost all Australians after kicking out the Australian aborigines, did these “ then Australian foreigners being largely criminals sent away to Australia as
punishment for their domestic crimes of murder, theft, robbery etc).
[2] Mr George Floyd may have incensed this particular group of four white American
policeMEN, simply because Mr George Floyd had been in his 4 x 4 car. 5
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A BLACK MAN IN THEIR PERCEPTION SHOULD BE BEGGING IN THE STREETS IN
RAGS, NOT DRIVING A NICE CAR.
HOW DARE HE DRIVE A NICE CAR?
SUCH ARE FOR WHITE MEN ONLY!
This young, fit man, with no medical conditions before this murder , lay prone ; face-down, nonviolent; handcuffed by these police officers, whilst a police officer kneeled on Mr George Floyd’s
neck for over eight minutes, until Mr George Floyd was dead. There was no resistance. In fact, as
the police officer knelt on Mr George Floyd’s neck with his whole body weight on Mr Floyd’s
neck, this police officer put his own hands in his own trouser pockets which meant that none of
this policeman’s weight was distributed to his hands were they on the ground. This is a tactic
which this very same police officer had used in the past when he had murdered another black
man, which first murder this same policeman was not charged with. In fact police in this state
have been systematically brutally racist in a way which criminologists and criminal law
academics in the United Kingdom would term as being “institutional and entrenched racism”.
They called for an ambulance but George Floyd had already died. As soon as the ambulance
nurses arrived and trolleyed Mr Floyd into the ambulance the felt no pulse; did CPR resusitation
method on him with no response and gave him an electric shock thinking he must be in cardiac
arrest. However he was already dead before they arrived. He was choked to death. The police
officer who kept his heavy knee on this handcuffed man, Mr George Floyd, lying prostrate,
handcuffed behind his back, with two policemen on his back at the same time as the third WHITE
POLICEMAN THROTTLED THE LIFE OUT OF HIM –died in a few minutes from lack of
oxygen to his brain. Before he died he was heard begging the officers to stop saying “I can’t
breathe; I can’t breathe.” Then, his last gasp of breath was used, calling for his mother.
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